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Abstract. The problem of speech corpus for design of human-computer interfaces working in voice
recognition and synthesis mode is investigated. Specific requirements of speech corpus for speech
recognizers and synthesizers were accented. It has been discussed that in order to develop above
mentioned speech corpus, it has to consist of two parts. One part of speech corpus should be pre-
sented for the needs of Lithuanian text-to-speech synthesizers, another part of speech corpus – for
the needs of Lithuanian speech recognition engines. It has been determined that the part of speech
corpus designed for speech recognition engines has to ensure the availability to present language
specificity by the use of different sets of phonemes. According to the research results, the speech
corpus Liepa, which consists of two parts, was developed. This speech corpus opens possibilities for
cost-effective and flexible development of human-computer interfaces working in voice recognition
and synthesis mode.

Key words: speech corpus, speech annotation, speech synthesis, speech recognition, human-
computer interfaces.

1. Introduction

A standard control system receives a command by keyboard, mouse or equipment-
generated electrical signals and gives a response in the format of image, sound, and move-
ment of equipment or electrical signal. Meanwhile, a system controlled by a voice receives
a task and gives a response in the form of speech signal or voice. Users that give commands
by voice are of different age, in diverse emotional and physical conditions or a particular
acoustical environment. Prerequisite for such system is the ability to capture, distinguish,
analyse, and make decisions about characteristics of speech signals and to pronounce the
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answer by voice correctly. Speech corpus is one of the instruments of this kind, which
opens possibilities to create and to build tools as speech recognizer and text-to-speech
synthesizer for systems controlled by voice. The systems controlled by voice raise large-
scale demands to speech corpora such as availability of annotated speech recordings in
large quantities, diversity of speakers, availability of pronunciation dictionaries, mistake-
free and high quality material. The process of development of speech corpora is usually
standard and always involves time-consuming handwork. Some part of development pro-
cess could be facilitated by introduction of extra tools and techniques.

The investigators of under-resourced languages are always trying to find solutions to
the problems of how to overcome the scarcity of speech resources. Researchers investigate
the choice of “useful” training examples (Axelrod et al., 2015), produce a reliable pronun-
ciation dictionary from limited available resources (Takahashi et al., 2016), and exploit
resources from a closely related language (Samson et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the develop-
ment of speech resources of a particular language is crucial for the progress of implemen-
tation of human-computer interfaces working in voice recognition and synthesis mode.

Lithuanian speech resources applicable to implementation of such task are scarce.
Many speech corpora are created and used mainly for investigative purposes. Further we
discuss the issue of development of speech corpus that applies to the needs of implemen-
tation of human-computer interfaces working in voice recognition and synthesis mode.

2. Related Works

A demand for a speech corpus can arise from different sources. It could be used for ap-
plications in industry, for scientific researches, for storage of national acoustic space. Dif-
ferent demands generate speech corpora with different attributes. Speech corpora differ
in content of speech and in characteristics such as the number of speakers, level of an-
notation, structure of a corpus. The most valuable characteristic of a speech corpus is
annotation of speech, and the most important task of corpora is to meet demands, fulfil
requirements and generate expected outcomes. Unfortunately, digital support for 21 of
the 30 European languages was defined as “non-existent” or “weak” (Meta-Net, 2018),
Lithuanian with other 5 languages has “weak” support in the category of speech and text
resources. Considering this group of languages, only Latvian speech corpus (Pinnis et
al., 2014) reach duration of 100 hours. Other languages that could be referred as sup-
ported “fragmentary” have more speech corpora, sometimes of a smaller size. If one of
the largest Bulgarian speech corpus (Hateva et al., 2016) reach up to 32 hours of dura-
tion, Romanian speech corpus (Stan et al., 2017), Icelandic speech corpus (Language
Resources in Icelandic, 2008) reach up to 21 hours of duration, other speech corpora
as Norwegian language (Amdal et al., 2008), Slovenian language (Zgank et al., 2006;
Zwitter et al., 2013) have respectively 77, 100 and 120 hours of duration.

Since the development of speech recognizers and synthesizers involves application of
complex methods, creation of speech corpora is time and labour consuming. It involves
manual work, the aim to attain accuracy, to manage requirements that are complex, chal-
lenging and changing. Development of speech corpora follows the same sequence of activ-
ities: specification of a corpus, recording of speech and annotation. Difference in activities
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makes an impact on quality of a corpus and time consumption. The investigators try to
discover automatic tools that could facilitate and shorten the process of development of
a speech corpus (Petursson et al., 2016), develop tools for annotation (Glavatskih et al.,
2015), incorporate already existing tools for automatic annotation (Pinnis et al., 2014;
Kamandulytė-Merfeldienė, 2017). Nonetheless, important researches are carried out in
the field of annotation of speech, which is the most labour and time consuming activity.
The majority of investigators demonstrate abilities in transcription of broadcast speech
(Esteve et al., 2010; Lileikytė et al., 2016; Mansikkaniemi et al., 2017), extent of annota-
tion and linkage (Johannessen et al., 2007).

Another direction of investigations is the development of speech resources for mul-
timodal human-computer interaction. Interaction-based multimodal interfaces include
typing, speech, lip-reading, eye-tracking and face recognition in combinations (Vo and
Waibel, 1993). For these purposes multimodal corpora are developed (Grishina, 2010;
Giraudel et al., 2012; Czyzewski et al., 2017), which try to annotate different artifacts as
morphology, semantics, accent, speech act, gesture, segments of patterns, etc. However,
specific corpora, which comprise one entity for speech recognition and synthesis pur-
poses, are rare and lack specifically processed data for speech synthesis (Martins et al.,
1998). Developers of human-computer interfaces are constrained to use different speech
resources to overcome this problem, but are confrontedwith difficulties to integrate speech
resources of various characteristics.

The availability of Lithuanian speech corpora for investigative purposes is satisfac-
tory. Speech corpora represent Lithuanian acoustic space, usually are of about 20 hours of
duration, precisely annotated by human at phonemic level, and usually comprise spoken
words, phrases, syllables, names of cities or persons (Kazlauskienė and Raškinis, 2013;
Vaičiūnas et al., 2016). A corpus of large extent would not usually have qualities,
which could be obtained only by manual work, and this lack of quality results in a
possible impairment of scientific investigations. Larger Lithuanian speech corpora are
of about 50–100 hours of duration at the moment (Kazlauskienė and Raškinis, 2013;
Kamandulytė-Merfeldienė, 2017). Speech corpora for synthesis purposes exist, but they
are not publicized and are integrated in speech synthesis engines. Unfortunately, there is
a lack of continuous speech corpora and corpora of large extent (Rudžionis et al., 2014),
corpora for synthesis purposes, which hamper specific investigations. With the aim to ad-
dress above mentioned problem the corpus Liepa was developed.

3. Statement of the Problem

A human-computer interface requires two-way communication. Therefore, a computer
should be able to solve two problems, i.e. to recognize a speech and to pronounce an
answer. Two different problems are solved applying different techniques, which use speech
resources of different characteristics. It is more practical to keep speech resources in one
place and to consider these resources as one package, which is prerequisite and sufficient
for development of automated speech recognition and synthesis engines.
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The purpose of this research was to develop structure for speech corpus, which opens
possibilities for implementation of human-computer interface using Lithuanian language.
This research came alongside of the aim to develop the Lithuanian speech corpus. The
corpus, which is presented in this article, is sufficiently large, has two different parts and is
not too complex to be applied it in the construction of speech human-computer interfaces.

4. Description of Structure and Development of Speech Corpus Liepa

4.1. Requirements for Speech Corpus

Requirements for a speech corpus are usually derived from ideal characteristics of a corpus
(Patil and Basu, 2009), but differences between methodologies of speech recognition and
speech synthesis present different requirements. Speech recognition rarely uses the corpus
directly; various methods transform the corpus in statistical models as neural networks or
hidden Markov models. Whereas speech synthesis uses the corpus in most cases directly,
various methods are used to combine small speech parts to form comprehensibleutterance.
The primary requirement is availability of high-quality data. The main differences are the
following:

• Requirements for phonetic coverage. Speech data must include all features of
phonemes of Lithuanian language, i.e. they have to reflect all vowels, consonants,
fricatives, liquids, pure diphthongs and mixed diphthongs. Good phonetic coverage
in speech corpora enables a more profound acoustic modelling.

• Quantity of speech data. Basically, the statistical methods that are used by speech
recognition imply usage of as much data as possible and are able to distinguish and
group similar features of speech. Speech data are usually used indirectly after speech
signal processing as sampling, quantization, filtering, feature extraction and appli-
cation of various methods involving Hidden Markov Models, neural networks, lan-
guage models or adaptation techniques. Speech synthesis requires less speech data
and uses them directly.

• Quality of speech data. As a consequence that speech synthesis uses speech data
directly, data must be of the highest quality. Speech recognition with application of
various preprocessing techniques and methods is able to cope with or manage noise
and other artifacts and to capture features of speech data.

• Quantity of speakers. Speaker independent speech recognition systems requires
gathering of data of many speakers. A primary criterion in selection of speakers
is to be a native speaker with expressive pronunciation. Speakers from different age
groups and gender have to be selected proportionally. Speech synthesis for one ap-
plication uses data of one or few speakers.

• Intrusion of noise and other artifacts. The corpus should include all possible artifacts
(cough, laugh, bang, etc.). The assumption is that low level noises do not impact
an accuracy of speech recognition process. Speech data without significant noise,
phonetic distortions of words have to be used. Speech synthesis excludes possibility
to have any of mentioned artifacts in data.
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Considering the given differences, further the requirements are given for Part 1 – a part
of speech corpus for speech recognition purpose and Part 2 – a part of speech corpus for
speech synthesis purpose:

• Size of speech corpus: 100 hours of speech data for Part 1 and 13 hours of speech
data for Part 2. The size of speech data for Part 1 was chosen considering potential
use of speech recognition method, which employs speech data for development of
statistical models, quantity of potential speakers and aim to accumulate enough data
for building speaker independent speech recognizer. The size of speech data for Part
2 was obtained from previous results of established speech data gathering method.
Each speaker has to record the same amount of speech data that comprise all features
of Lithuanian acoustic space. Speech data of all speakers compose the size of Part 2.

• Requirements for speakers. The primary criterion in selection of speakers is to be
a native speaker with expressive pronunciation. Part 1 should include not less than
300 of speakers. Speakers from different age groups and gender have to be selected
proportionally. Considering potential applications for which Part 2 could be used, as
well the demand to stay attractive to different age groups, 2 men and 2 women of a
youth and older age should be selected.

• Requirements for quality. For Part 1 speech data without significant noise, phonetic
distortions of words have to be used. The aim is to collect the records as clean from
noise as possible and this way not to make an impact on the modelling of speech
recognition systems. The assumption is taken that at this early stage of modelling of
speech recognition systems the main efforts should be given to achievement of high
accuracy of speech recognition and not to coping with problems of noise elimination.
For Part 2 of the corpus, speech data of the highest quality are chosen.

• Technical requirements. For Part 1 speech data should be gathered from different
environments, with different technical characteristics of equipments for recording,
but unvarying technical characteristics of speech records. For Part 2 technical char-
acteristics of equipments and speech are fixed.

• Other requirements. Requirements regarding formats and naming of files, duration
or introduction of pauses, ranking of words in speech recording are to be set at the be-
ginning as unvarying characteristics of speech corpus; some changes could be made
in the course of processes according to indications of speech recognition investiga-
tors.

4.2. Description of Development of Part 1 of Speech Corpus

The process of development of Part 1 is presented in Fig. 1.
It is similar to processes of many developers of corpora and to the particular process,

given in Kazlauskienė and Raškinis (2013). The difference of this particular and presented
process is the extent of handwork. The process depicts the main phases in sequential order.
In practice, all the phases are interlaced; different stages ran at the same time. The unique
components in the given process are Nos. 9, 10 and 11. The components Nos. 9 and 10
could be applied to any language as they include a fixed set of the verification rules and
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Fig. 1. The process of development of Part 1 of speech corpus.

a construction of the primitive speech recognition system. However, the component No. 11
is specific to a language and susceptible to a change of the phonemic representation.

The first block concerns the composition of texts. The input from linguists is a prereq-
uisite for the achievement of texts that fully represent uniqueness of the phonemic space
of a particular language. It becomes a challenge to represent very rare phonemes and diph-
thongs of a particular language and it is even more difficult to cope with the intrusion of
phonetic space of other languages. The input from the potential users of a corpus is sought
as well as it gives direction and defines the corpus. The second block is the selection of
speakers. The distribution of age and gender of speakers should be equal. Additional cri-
teria such as ethnicity make a corpus multifunctional. The activity of the sixth block is
the recording of speech data. The seventh block is the first stage of verification, which
covers manual verification of the correspondence of annotation to the speech signal. The
generate feedback of this block is the recommendations how to improve the recording of
speech data. Segmentation of speech data and annotation of speech data at sentence level
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Fig. 2. Automatic verification of Part 1 of corpus.

comprise activities of the eight block. An annotator has to listen and to make corrections
to a preliminary annotation adjusting it to the audio recording. The second stage of ver-
ification in the ninth block includes automatic verification. This stage of verification is
shown in Fig. 2 and consists of the construction of a primitive speech recognition system.
Automatic toolkits help to track the correspondence between speech data and their anno-
tations, allow examining the formats of files and structure of file names, the content of
annotations, etc.

The tenth block offers a technique, which is described in Laurinčiukaitė et al. (2009).
It consists of a realignment of speech data in the speech recognition process with the
purpose to develop the phoneme-level annotations. The realignment of speech data is a
known technique, used by many investigators, which takes training data of speech recog-
nition system and performs an iterative process to find time boundaries of phonemes in
speech data that match trained phoneme models the best. Application of this technique
in development of speech corpus helps to automate an annotation process. The eleventh
block helps to make pronunciation dictionary in a form of the word-to-phoneme transcrip-
tions. The chosen phoneme set would likely have an impact on speech recognition results
and for this reason a preliminary research on the phoneme set could help. One of the pos-
sible solutions is to use an already developed toolkit for word-to-phoneme transcriptions
and to offer converting tools to compile the different phoneme sets.

4.3. Description of Development of Part 2 of Speech Corpus

Development of Part 2 of speech corpus mostly involves handwork. The first activity is
composition of texts, which could represent Lithuanian acoustic space. The second activ-
ity involves the selection of speakers with the perfect pronunciation. Recording of speech
is carried out in especially quite room. And the last activity is manual annotation at the
level of diphones (Kasparaitis, 2005).

Following described processes we constructed the speech corpus Liepa.
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5. Description of Speech Corpus Liepa

The quantity of texts for Part 1 was 78, 33 of them covered words and phrases, 45 of
them covered continuous speech. The speakers had to read 5–6 texts. The lists of words
and phrases spanned mostly exact commands, required by the group of speech recogni-
tion research. The texts of continuous speech spanned descriptions of UNESCO objects,
protected animals and food. There were a lot of names of foreign origin, and that caused
problems for speakers, annotators and even during the preparation of pronunciation dic-
tionary, since the transcription of foreign names required use of elements of another pho-
netical system than Lithuanian. Elimination of the problem could be to give speakers the
exact transcription of the pronunciation of a foreign name. The quantity of sentences for
Part 2 was 5000. The speakers had to read all of them.

There were 376 speakers for Part 1: 116 speakers from schools and 260 from the main
site (university students and invited speakers); 248 females and 128 males. The problem
was to attract males and middle-aged or elderly people to recording site. In future, the
strategy of attraction of people from outside of the university should be better developed.
Four speakers were selected for Part 2.

The speech recordings for Part 1 were gathered in 6 locations (one main site and 5
schools) with different equipments and at a different time during 2 years. A group of
speech recording was supported with texts, instructions, and technical requirements. The
best quality of speech recordings was achieved at the main site, which was designed for this
specific purpose and supervised by more experienced staff. These speech recordings in-
cluded fewer mispronunciations, the speech was clearer; the speech signal was of a higher
quality. The speech recordings for Part 2 were collected at the main site.

The basic phoneme set of the corpus Liepa described in Kasparaitis (2005) was used.
The set included 92 phonemes: long and short vowels, soft and hard consonants, diph-
thongs (vowel-vowel) and affricates with later obtained accent information. This phoneme
set reflects main attributes of Lithuanian language and includes accent information, which
could be rarely obtained without specific language susceptible tool. The whole set of the
attributes of the phonemes of Lithuanian language was included to present researchers
the possibility to investigate different attributes and their impact to the accuracy of speech
recognition. This phoneme set enables researchers to move smoothly from one phoneme
set to another by removing conventional marks and combining phonemes. The dictionary
was prepared using the accent decision toolkit and implementing the following approach,
given in Kasparaitis (1999, 2000).

For verification of Part 1, the primitive speech recognition system was developed using
HTK tools, described in HTK toolkit (2017). The training of hidden Markov models for
92 phonemes was performed on the speech data of the whole speech corpus. The hidden
Markov models with 1-component Gaussian mixture were obtained, trained and used for
the realignment process, which resulted in generation of the phoneme-level annotations
for speech data.

Speech data of two different parts were kept separately. Speech data were grouped by a
speaker. For Part 1 the structure of the corpus could be easily changed, since the construc-
tion of data file names enables the re-grouping of speech records and their annotation files.
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Table 1
The characteristics of the speech corpus Liepa.

Criterion Characteristics of corpus

Part 1 Part 2

Speech type Continuous
Corpus size 100 hours 13 hours
Speech content Read words, phrases, sentences,

texts
Sentences

Annotation Sentence-level and time-aligned
phoneme-level annotations

Diphone-level annotations

Number of speakers 376 4
Sampling 22 kHz
Quantization 16 b
Channels Mono
Phone set 92

The name of each file encoded different information attributes, which made the structure
of speech corpus flexible. The corpus was partitioned into training and evaluation data
sets. The evaluation data set was used only by the group of speech recognition investiga-
tors and was divided into small parts according to the applications tested. Speakers for
training and evaluation sets were different. The corpus could be used for further research
without attention to its artificial division for temporary usage.

The main characteristics of the speech corpus Liepa are given in Table 1.

6. Applications

The speech corpus Liepa as a whole was used in four applications and had different pat-
terns of usage. The Part 1 was transformed into format, used by the specific speech recog-
nition system. Changes were applied to a phoneme set and composition of a pronunciation
dictionary by a specific software (Greibus et al., 2017). This example demonstrates that
every speech corpus can be used according to the needs of speech researchers and pro-
cessed in different ways. Part 2 was used and should be used in the future completely
unchanged.

Subsequent use of the speech corpus Liepa as a whole or as some part could include
research of various speech recognition systems and practical implementations. The speech
corpus Liepa has sufficient amount of data for scientific research, such as investigation of
attributes of Lithuanian speech, development of recognition systems. The simplest case
of application of the speech corpus Liepa is acoustic modelling.

Some issues to be solved by investigators are: definition of training, development, and
evaluation data sets, construction of language model, development of software for the
transformation of a phoneme set and a pronunciation dictionary.

To date the corpus Liepa is not employed in speech-based services, despite being free
of charge.
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7. Conclusions

1. The problem of development of speech corpus structure, which could fit the needs
of development of human-computer interfaces working in voice recognition and
synthesis mode, was investigated.

2. In order to develop economical and comfortable speech corpus for development of
human-computer interfaces working in voice recognition and synthesis mode, the
speech corpus was divided into two parts: part one of speech corpus for development
of text-to-speech synthesizers; part two of speech corpus for development needs of
speech recognition engines.

3. It has been determined that the part of speech corpus designed for speech recogni-
tion engines has to ensure the availability to present speech specificity by the use of
different sets of phonemes.

4. According to the investigation results, Lithuanian speech corpus, which consists of
two parts, was developed for human-computer interfaces working in voice recogni-
tion and synthesis mode:

• Part 1 of the speech corpus Liepa, duration of which is 100 hours, for devel-
opment of speech recognition engines,

• Part 2 of the speech corpus Liepa, duration of which is 13 hours, for develop-
ment of text-to-speech synthesis engines.
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